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SUMMARY

Fuelled by the province’s booming energy sector, Alberta’s two largest cities have experienced unprecedented levels of growth. As a result, they face a choice about how to best accommodate their expanding populations — whether to grow out or grow up. For decades, Calgary and Edmonton accommodated almost all growth through the former, suburban expansion. Indeed, the postwar period was marked by a focus on contiguous outward growth to ensure housing affordability and the efficient use of infrastructure, a policy that was widely supported by both the public and the development industry.

In Calgary, at least, this has started to change. Beginning in the late 1990s, the city shifted its focus to livability and sustainability, a move that saw policies introduced to promote urban intensification and greater transit use. While this shift has proven popular in many quarters, it also has its fair share of detractors, including many in the development industry. In Edmonton, a city where growth has been relatively slower and authority over urban development dispersed among several local governments, this policy shift has not occurred.

Although it is too early to see clear results from this policy shift, a spatial analysis shows that the density of Calgary’s built-up urban area increased in the first decade of the 21st century. Relatively high-density suburban growth led Calgary to consume less land compared with the previous decade (2 ha per 100 new residents in 2001–2011 versus 6.5 ha in 1991–2001). This growth was accompanied by modest intensification in core areas, although the dwelling unit density of the urban area increased by more than the population density (18 per cent versus 14 per cent). Edmonton’s development is roughly similar: denser suburban growth has led to the more efficient consumption of rural land (3 ha per 100 new residents in the 2001–11 period versus 7 ha in 1991–2001). The built-up area has also intensified slightly, especially in areas near transit stations.

By way of comparison, Vancouver with its long-standing urban containment policies, including the expansion limits represented by the Agricultural Land Reserve, grew mostly through intensification between 1991 and 2011. In Toronto, the second comparator city examined and one in which local growth management policies have existed since the 1980s, growth is now almost equally divided between intensification and suburban expansion.

The analysis suggests that it is difficult to alter a deep-seated policy regime that promotes outward growth. What is more, high levels of intensification may not be enough to offset the effects of a new demographic reality: smaller average household size because of such factors as longer lifespans, delayed family formation, family planning and divorce. So even with a greater number of housing units, the population of the built-up area may still fall. Finally, if the emerging polycentric structures of Calgary and Edmonton are to be successfully supported, major investments in infrastructure are going to be required.
Alberta’s two largest cities are at a crossroads. Fuelled by the province’s booming energy sector, Calgary and Edmonton are expanding rapidly. The continuation of this growth hinges on two factors beyond local, or even provincial, control: fickle global demand and transportation constraints on exports. As happened in the early 1980s, the boom may yet be followed by a bust, and the province hit hard by the attendant consequences. In the meantime, however, Alberta is prospering, and its two largest cities are growing. As each city-region’s population has surpassed one million during the past decade, the infrastructural costs and ecological limits associated with being a “big city” are making themselves felt. Despite the pressing nature of these challenges, governments at all levels have been reluctant to make major investments in infrastructure.

Citizens, as well as local and provincial policymakers, face important and far-reaching questions: How should cities grow? What role should government play in regulating urban development? How should policymaking and implementation responsibilities be apportioned among different levels of government? Who should pay for infrastructure expansion? In recent years, these are the questions that have dominated Calgary’s public agenda as the city has revised its land use and transportation plans. These plans are controversial because they represent a redirection of policy goals for urban development. While in the past the city accommodated virtually all growth through outward suburban expansion, the new policies promote infill and redevelopment in existing urban areas. Such debates have been more muted in Edmonton, where growth has been slower and the authority over urban development dispersed among several local governments and the Capital Region Board. Nonetheless, Edmontonians face broadly similar policy dilemmas.

The goal of this report is not to pronounce on which policy options Calgary and Edmonton should choose, or on what the ideal form of the city should be. Policy choices should be resolved through public debate. Economists, planners and engineers disagree as to the economic, fiscal, social and environmental performance of different urban forms. This question cannot be comprehensively answered here. Instead, this report places Calgary and Edmonton’s contemporary urban development challenges in historical and comparative perspective, revealing how the institutions, principles and practices related to urban development, as well as measurable urban growth patterns, differ. This comparative historical approach also contributes to our understanding of the potential for durable policy change as new urbanization-related problems emerge.

---

1 Originally presented at the Fourth Symposium in Tax and Economic Growth: Urban Growth and Finance, Walton Consortium Taxation and Economic Growth Program, The School of Public Policy, University of Calgary (October 12, 2013). For more information on methods and sources, please visit the Growing Cities page on the Neptis Foundation website, www.neptis.org. The authors dedicate this work to the late Anthony C. Coombes, founding executive director of the Neptis Foundation, who believed in the necessity of regional planning and commissioned an earlier version of this project. The authors also wish to acknowledge the helpful comments of the anonymous referees.

While the emphasis is on Calgary and Edmonton, we also analyze two other rapidly growing Canadian comparators, Toronto and Vancouver. These regions differ in territorial extent and population size — Edmonton and Calgary straddle the one-million mark, Vancouver is twice as large and Toronto tops six million — yet they have faced similar urbanization-related challenges over the past half century. The lessons learned (or not) in one city’s history may be relevant to another city in the present or future (see Figure 1).

This report is in three sections. The first outlines the concepts and methods used in the analysis. The next section discusses Calgary and Edmonton in the context of provincial policy. The final section analyzes Toronto and Vancouver with an eye to what the two Alberta cities can learn from their experiences. For each city, we provide a qualitative policy review — a brief description of major postwar institutional changes and policy decisions that have shaped recent and contemporary urban development patterns — that is related to a quantitative spatial analysis of how urban development patterns have changed over the past two decades. Following a comparison of urban development policy regimes and growth patterns in all four cities, the report concludes with a discussion of what Calgary and Edmonton can learn from Toronto and Vancouver. Finally, we consider how each city’s urban development policy regime might aid or inhibit each city as it confronts contemporary and future problems associated with urbanization.

3 The analysis supplements and extends an earlier study by two of the authors, Zack Taylor and Marcy Burchfield, Growing Cities: Comparing Urban Growth Patterns and Regional Growth Policies in Calgary, Toronto and Vancouver (Toronto: Neptis Foundation, 2010), in which we measured how much growth had occurred within the built-up area and through suburban expansion between 1991 and 2001 in Calgary, Toronto and Vancouver. This report adds Edmonton and updates the findings to 2011.
FIGURE 1: THE FOUR REGIONS

The Calgary region is defined as the City of Calgary plus Rocky View County and Municipal District of Foothills No. 31, as well as their associated municipalities. The Edmonton region is defined as the City of Edmonton plus the counties of Lamont, Leduc, Parkland, Strathcona, Sturgeon and their associated municipalities.
The Vancouver region is defined as Metro Vancouver and the Fraser Valley Regional Districts. (C) indicates a city, while (D) indicates a district municipality. The Toronto Region is defined as the Cities of Toronto and Hamilton plus the regional municipalities of Halton, Peel, York and Durham. Lower-tier municipalities are not labeled.
CONCEPTS AND METHODS

The Urban Development Policy Regime Framework

The policy reviews are structured by Carter A. Wilson’s policy regime framework. A policy regime can be thought of as a durable set of complementary conditions and governing arrangements that support a particular policy direction. Because of these complementarities, a change in one part of the regime can lead to challenge or collapse of the whole, and potentially the establishment of a new policy regime. Often, policy analysis focuses narrowly on the making and implementation of specific policies or the work of a single government institution. The policy regime framework is more encompassing and, therefore, more useful as it enables explanation of stability and change in the broad direction of policy pursued by multiple governments over an extended period of time.

As applied to urban development, the policy regime has four components:

- **Institutions**: Formal governing institutions organize how policies are made and implemented. Institutional fragmentation may undermine policymaking and implementation. Of particular importance in this comparison is the authority of metropolitan institutions and how they function in relation to provincial-local and intermunicipal relationships. If the policymaker is not the implementer, monitoring and compliance mechanisms are required, potentially at significant fiscal and political cost. If the territorial jurisdiction of the implementing authority is too small, it cannot internalize the region’s urban growth.

- **Influence**: In Canada, urban land markets are dominated by the private sector (i.e., property developers, builders and lenders). Urban development policies that these groups oppose are unlikely to be implemented effectively. These groups tend to resist policy changes that disrupt established practices and impose unanticipated costs. For example, developers and builders may have made substantial speculative investments in land and may have specialized in the financing and production of a particular housing product. Their ability to resist policy change depends on their cohesiveness as an interest group, while their desire to do so depends on their capacity to profitably redirect their activities.

- **Policy paradigm**: The policy paradigm is the set of broadly held assumptions that inform attitudes toward a policy problem and its resolution. Different policies may emerge if urban development is viewed, for example, as a way to minimize public infrastructure costs or increase housing affordability as opposed to a means of protecting rural land or reducing traffic congestion.

- **Policy objectives and instruments**: The final component is the policy itself — the specific objectives of the policy regime and the regulations used to implement them. In this study, we distinguish two policy domains defined by the location of urban development. Expansion policies regulate the form of urban development on rural land, while intensification policies regulate infill and redevelopment within the already-urbanized area. The substance of each, and the relative emphasis on one or the other, may differ between city-regions and depend on the dominant policy paradigm and the goals of interest groups.

---

4 The policy reviews are based on a close reading of past and present policy documents and reports and the secondary literature. Citations are kept to a minimum to avoid overburdening the reader. Specific sources and page citations are available on request.

The components of the policy regime, and thus the policy regime as a whole, tend to be path-dependent — that is, stable or durable over the long term because the economic and political costs of disrupting investment patterns, adopting new practices, changing rules and enforcing compliance are high. Nevertheless, a policy regime may be destabilized and replaced by another when change occurs in one or more of its components. For example, a policy paradigm shift may delegitimize existing institutions and policies, leading influential actors to withdraw their support. Policy regimes may also be destabilized by an external “shock.” For example, rising mortgage interest rates may undermine housing affordability, generating demand for smaller-format housing; rising energy costs may spur demand for public transit over the automobile; or a water shortage may encourage conservation and infrastructure efficiency policies.

Although a policy regime may be stable, its results are not necessarily optimal. Policies may produce inefficient or undesirable outcomes over the long term as unpriced incremental costs accumulate or critical thresholds are reached. For example, the creation of a low-density, automobile-dependent residential development pattern may initially disperse traffic. Beyond a certain population size and territorial extent, however, the benefits of dispersal may diminish as congestion-related costs multiply.

Spatial Analysis of Urban Development Patterns

This policy review is related to a spatial analysis of how the four cities have developed during the 1991–2011 period. In order to describe change in a city’s urban structure and compare change processes in different cities, it is necessary to simplify. As noted above, the comparison of urban development policy regimes and spatial analysis of growth patterns relies on a conceptual distinction between two types of urban development: intensification (infill and redevelopment within the existing built-up urban area) and expansion (the conversion of rural land outside the built-up area to urban uses). To measure growth between 1991 and 2001 and between 2001 and 2011, we first defined the built-up urban area through the analysis of satellite imagery from each year. For each decade, we measured the amount of growth that had occurred inside and outside the built-up area as it existed at the beginning of the decade. For the 1991–2001 period, we measured the amount of population and housing growth that had occurred over the decade within and outside the contiguous built-up area as of 1991. For the 2001–11 period, we measured growth within and outside the 2001 built-up area boundary.


7 With some modifications, the current analysis extends the 1991–2011 analysis in the original Growing Cities report to 2011. We were unable to extend all parts of the analysis. First, the intensification measures for Calgary and Vancouver differ because of the redefinition of the regional study areas to include outlying settlements that are now part of the commutershed. Second, the method for measuring intensification was modified in the 2001–11 analysis because of concerns about the accuracy of the voluntary National Household Survey that replaced the long-form census in 2011 and the limited availability of data at the time of analysis. After comparing the two methods using 2006 census data, the results were found to be similar. The modification of the 2001–11 intensification analysis did, however, allow for the inclusion of additional variables that were not part of the original study.
We also measured the amount of newly urbanized land, otherwise known as the expansion area, in each decade. Finally, where applicable, we analyzed the location of intensification in relation to transit stations and designated nodes and centres (see Figure 2). Population and housing data are taken from the 2001 and 2006 long- and short-form Census of Population and the 2011 Census, which exclusively used the short-form.

This binary division may seem reductive. Nevertheless, as this study shows, these distinctions are relevant in Canadian planning practice, and, more importantly, policymakers employ these terms with some consistency. It makes sense, therefore, to use them to frame the comparative analysis. Moreover, applying standard definitions and methods and using consistent data across jurisdictions enabled us to make an “apples-to-apples” comparison without relying on hard-to-compare data supplied by planning agencies.

FIGURE 2: SPATIAL ANALYSIS METRICS BY ZONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZONE</th>
<th>METRIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Change: Absolute and percentage change in population and dwelling units in the 1991-2001 and 2001-11 periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion area</td>
<td>Areal expansion: Absolute and percentage change in urbanized area in the 1991-2001 and 2001-11 periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up urban area</td>
<td>Spatial distribution of intensification: By dwelling and population in the 1991-2001 and 2001-11 periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Housing stock composition: Absolute and percentage change in housing stock composition within the built-up area in the 2001-11 period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transit stations and growth areas: Absolute and percentage of regional population and dwelling unit change in designated growth areas or adjacent to transit stations in the 1991-2001 and 2001-11 periods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

This is not the only approach to conceptualizing regional urban form. Other researchers have categorized territory within urban regions according to the characteristics and behaviours of their residents. For example, Queen’s University professor David Gordon’s “Canadian Suburbs” project distinguishes between auto suburbs, transit suburbs and exurbs based on journey-to-work data. Similarly, the “Atlas of Suburbanisms” prepared at the University of Waterloo as part of the “Global Suburbanisms” project visualizes suburban zones based on three dimensions: built form and commuting mode, domestic arrangements and socio-economic status. Ultimately, “urban,” “suburban,” “exurban,” “rural” and other terms are culturally embedded, value-laden and relative. The lived experience and meanings of landscapes are qualitative and cannot be reduced to objective characteristics.
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN CALGARY AND EDMONTON

Calgary and Edmonton have long had separate destinies. While Calgary has evolved as a regional and, later, national business centre, Edmonton has focused more on government services, higher education and oil patch–related processing activities. Their long-term urban development, however, has been subject to common influences: a changing provincial policy context and the boom-bust cycle of natural resource extraction industries. What in the prewar period had been a rural society and economy was transformed by rapid urbanization following the discovery of oil in Leduc in 1947. And, since the 1970s, the cities of Calgary and Edmonton alone have accounted for more than half the provincial population. Urban growth and decline has paralleled booms and busts in the oil economy.9

The Evolution of Provincial Urban Development Policy

The cities’ relative importance within Alberta, combined with the velocity and abruptness of economic booms and busts, has at times forced urban development onto the provincial policy agenda. Since the Second World War, the provincial government has shaped planning and governance in the two cities through legislation, regulation, funding and political persuasion. Provincial action can be divided into two eras. In the first, from 1950 to about 1995, the province encouraged the cities to annex adjacent urbanizing areas while supporting the work of authoritative regional planning bodies. In the current era, the province has encouraged intermunicipal planning (voluntary in Calgary, compulsory in Edmonton) within emerging provincial-level regional planning frameworks. Each of these eras is discussed in turn.

SUPPORTING ANNEXATION AND REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSIONS, 1950–95

From their founding at the end of the 19th century until after the Second World War, Edmonton and Calgary incrementally annexed urbanizing fringe areas. This pattern was challenged in Edmonton in the 1950s when rural Strathcona County proposed to build a new freestanding town called Sherwood Park on the city’s eastern flank. The Edmonton district planning commission and the City of Edmonton opposed the plan, arguing that accommodating growth within city limits ensured efficient servicing of new urban areas. Sherwood Park was built, but the debate precipitated the province’s appointment of the Royal Commission on the Metropolitan Development of Calgary and Edmonton (the McNally Commission). In 1956, the commission recommended an official policy, later known as the UniCity principle, of incremental annexation by the central cities.

Because of general adherence to the UniCity policy since 1956, the vast majority of the population in the Calgary and Edmonton metropolitan areas today is governed by a single public authority (see Figure 3). The two municipal governments supported annexation because it enabled them to internalize the fiscal benefits of suburbanization. Developers and builders

---

supported the policy because it secured their investments in land. Over time, peri-urban land was annexed, developed, and provided with urban services to the profit of developers. This dynamic was reinforced during the 1960s as the developer-builder industry consolidated into a few large players with extensive peri-urban landholdings. Annexation has since become controversial in Edmonton because of the proximity of free-standing towns such as St. Albert and Fort Saskatchewan and the growth ambitions of neighbouring jurisdictions, principally Strathcona County. Edmonton’s last major annexation took place in 1982 following 15 years of acrimonious debate. As a result, its share of the regional population has steadily decreased. As the Calgary region grows, the City of Calgary’s position in its region is becoming more like Edmonton’s—a dominant player surrounded by expanding secondary centres. The regional population outside the City of Calgary has almost tripled since 1991, from 67,000 to 180,000. (The population beyond Edmonton’s city limits increased by 126,000, or 56 per cent, over the same period.)

A second provincially supported mechanism for managing urban development was the district (later regional) planning commissions (RPCs).\textsuperscript{10} Established in the late 1940s and early 1950s, these were initially hybrid provincial-local bodies whose members were appointed by area municipalities and various provincial ministries and agencies. After 1963, the boards were made up entirely of delegates from municipal councils. The RPCs performed three tasks during the 1950s and 1960s. First, they conducted research on problems related to urbanization and conservation. Second, they provided advisory planning services to rural and small municipalities that lacked planners of their own, including preparing official plans and conducting planning studies. Third, and perhaps most important, the province delegated subdivision approval authority for areas outside Calgary and Edmonton to the RPCs in 1953. Dominance of the RPCs therefore gave Calgary and Edmonton indirect control over the pattern of urban development beyond their boundaries. The goal was simple: to facilitate efficient servicing when annexation occurred, ensuring that fringe-area semi-rural construction outside city limits met “urban” standards.

After 1957, the RPCs were required to prepare general regional plans that identified areas for urban expansion and options for annexation that ensured the economical servicing of water and sewer systems, the avoidance of watercourse pollution and the preservation of natural resources. While “preliminary” plans were quickly adopted, detailed plans remained out of reach owing to the commissions’ meager resources. In 1971, a planning fund financed by contributions from the municipalities was established. The Provincial Planning Fund dramatically expanded the RPCs’ budgets and activities and, coupled with new planning legislation introduced in 1977 requiring municipal plans to conform to regional plans, spurred the Calgary and Edmonton RPCs to develop more detailed and directive official plans.

Until the 1980s, Edmonton and Calgary grew at comparable rates, after which Calgary consistently outpaced the capital. Since about 1970, the core municipality has captured a decreasing share of the regional population in both cases.
INTERMUNICIPAL PLANNING WITHIN PROVINCE-LED REGIONAL PLANNING, 1995–PRESENT

Although the system was effective, its prescriptiveness produced friction between the RPCs and rural municipalities. Although (and perhaps because) the RPCs’ planning authority and technical capacity had matured during the 1980s, political support for them was on the wane. On becoming premier in 1993, Ralph Klein abolished the Provincial Planning Fund. Deprived of resources, the regional planning commissions folded. Observers credit the policy shift to electoral politics: the rural areas that formed the bedrock of Conservative support viewed the enforcement of contiguous urban development in tandem with incremental annexation by Calgary and Edmonton RPCs not only as a threat to cherished local autonomy, but also as a deliberate transfer of the fiscal benefits of land development from rural to urban areas.

The revised Municipal Government Act of 1995 formally abolished adopted regional plans and the RPCs, replacing them with voluntary mechanisms of intermunicipal cooperation. This system remains in place today. Municipalities have a duty to consult their neighbours when preparing plans, and two or more municipalities may prepare joint “intermunicipal development plans” for border areas. While not as effective as compulsory planning by RPCs, intermunicipal planning has fostered dialogue between often-antagonistic neighbours. At the same time, the province borrowed provisions from Ontario’s Planning Act, which authorize the minister of municipal affairs to issue policy statements with which municipal plans and undertakings must “be consistent.” These Land Use Policies require that land use patterns be efficient, orderly and sustainable, and that municipalities “provide intensification opportunities within developed areas where existing infrastructure and facilities have adequate capacity.”

The Act, however, provides no mechanism for the province to assess, let alone enforce, municipal compliance, so the degree to which the policies influence local planning is not known.

In 2005, the provincial government signaled its intention to become more involved in managing urban and rural land. Following extensive consultation, the government released a non-statutory Land-Use Framework in December 2008. In this document, the province stated its intention to enact regional plans for seven large watershed-based regions. The enabling legislation to make these plans binding on municipalities, the Alberta Land Stewardship Act, was passed in 2009, with the first plan, for the Lower Athabasca region centred on Fort McMurray, coming into effect in 2012. Plan development is under way in the other six regions. What impact this will have on planning for the Calgary and Edmonton metropolitan areas is not yet known, although the government states that its plans for the South Saskatchewan and North Saskatchewan regions (in which each city is located) will align with the intermunicipal planning efforts.

11 Municipal Government Act, section 8.0 (1,3).
The City of Calgary dominates its region.\textsuperscript{12} No other urban municipalities are contiguous to it, so its ability to annex territory is virtually unimpeded (see Figure 1). As a result, relationships between municipalities have been less important to shaping urban development than Calgary’s municipal policies, although this balance may be changing as growth in satellite communities such as Airdrie, Cochrane and Okotoks accelerates.

Calgary has had a robust system of local and regional planning since the end of the Second World War. The city established a professionally staffed planning department in 1950 — a remarkable step for a municipality of only 129,000 people — and the 1963 \textit{Calgary General Plan} was the first statutory municipal plan in western Canada. Since then, Calgary has comprehensively revised its general plan four times: in 1970 (updated in 1973), 1979, 1998 and 2009.

At the regional level, the Calgary RPC adopted three plans during its 45-year lifespan. The third and final regional plan, ratified in 1984, built on earlier preliminary or draft plans prepared in 1962 and 1971. The Calgary Regional Partnership, a voluntary consensus-based body formed by area municipalities in 1999, adopted a \textit{Calgary Metropolitan Plan} in 2012 after five years of consultation and study, although the rural municipal districts surrounding Calgary — Rocky View, Foothills and Wheatland — have either left or refused to join the organization in opposition to Calgary’s domination of the body. Despite having earlier endorsed the plan, High River voted to leave the partnership in April 2013. The province has signalled that it will not compel municipalities to participate in the partnership or be bound by the plan.

\textbf{URBAN EXPANSION POLICIES}

Calgary’s local and regional plans have always been intended to facilitate contiguous and fully serviced suburban growth. The primary objective has been to meet housing demand while preserving housing affordability and maximizing infrastructure efficiency. Until the 1970s, there was little question that outward expansion, as opposed to intensification, was the most desirable, if not an inevitable, form of growth, and that this expansion would take the form of low-density tracts of single detached houses. In close cooperation with developer-builders, the city pursued incremental annexation to ensure that new subdivisions were comprehensively planned and fully serviced prior to development. To minimize scattered, unserviceable or premature subdivision of rural land, the city worked through the RPC (when it existed) to channel development in rural areas to locations contiguous to existing urban areas.

Since the 1990s, Calgary’s official plans have called for denser and more mixed suburban development in order to reduce air pollution, lower infrastructure and servicing costs and better meet community social needs through more mixed-use development. While the 1998 plan contained general policy statements, the 2009 plan requires Area Structure Plans (ASPs) for new suburban areas to surpass a minimum target density of 60 people plus jobs per gross developable hectare and to “demonstrate how a target density of 70 people plus jobs per gross developable hectare can be achieved over the life of the plan.” Densification is expected to produce significant cost savings: $11.2 billion in infrastructure capital costs and $130 million in annual operating costs over the life of the plan. The plan also requires ASPs to “consider” land use diversity, transit accessibility, active transportation natural features, and access to retail and other amenities in the design of new suburban communities. These features, which are paralleled in the 2012 *Calgary Metropolitan Plan*, are analogous to the “complete communities” policies in the most recent Vancouver and Toronto regional plans.

While municipal and provincial plans call for the protection of intraurban natural features such as river valleys and the avoidance of development on, or near, natural resources such as mineral aggregate deposits and sour gas wells, there has been no move to comprehensively protect peri-urban rural land, either for its own sake or as a means of urban containment. However, Intermunicipal Development Plans jointly adopted by the City of Calgary and its neighbours, the Municipal District of Foothills (1996) and Rocky View County (2012), contain policies to limit premature subdivision on active farmland and discourage large-lot “country residential” development outside authorized areas.

A major bone of contention between Calgary and its neighbours is the city’s policy, affirmed in 2005 and reflected in the 2012 *Calgary Regional Partnership Plan*, of refusing to extend trunk water pipes to settlements outside its corporate boundaries if they are not planned at urban densities or contiguous to existing settlements. The goal of this policy was to halt the proliferation of scattered, low-density country residential developments west of the city that are expensive to service. Long-term demand for water is projected to outstrip supply in Calgary’s periphery, even if conservation measures prove effective, and most of the region’s municipalities are near the limits of their water allocations under the provincial licensing regime (the province stopped issuing new licences in 2006). Calgary’s allocation is, however, sufficient to support a population of three million people. While most of the smaller urban municipalities have accepted these conditions, rural municipalities see them as frustrating the legitimate desires of their present and future residents, and they consequently have boycotted the Calgary Regional Partnership and its plan.

**INTENSIFICATION POLICIES**

Calgary’s historical emphasis on suburban expansion has paralleled a relative lack of interest in the general or targeted intensification of existing urban areas. Given the city’s relatively small population size, the ready availability of land for suburban development through annexation and the lack of policy or physical constraints on urban expansion, this attitude is not unexpected.

---

13 City of Calgary, *Calgary Municipal Development Plan* (Calgary, 2009), section 3.6.2(c).

14 Ibid., section 3.a.
The 1970 and 1979 plans sought to avoid the hollowing out of the downtown and to rehabilitate areas perceived as blighted, but the prevailing distribution of future growth was unchallenged. This direction was maintained in the 1998 plan, and the 1995 *Calgary Transportation Plan* forecast that 99 per cent of additional city residents between 1991 and 2024 — all but 7,000 of 542,000 — would be accommodated through suburban expansion rather than through intensification.

Adopted following a multi-year “imagineCALGARY” civic engagement process, the 2009 *Municipal Development Plan* represents a profound shift in policy objectives. The plan calls for 50 per cent of population growth over the next 60 to 70 years to occur through intensification, with an interim target of 33 per cent by 2039. Doing so would obviate the need for future annexation, as all forecast growth could be accommodated within today’s municipal boundaries. Similarly, the 2012 *Calgary Metropolitan Plan* calls for member municipalities to accommodate 25 per cent of new population growth through intensification.

Since the 1970s, Calgary’s plans have sought to channel modest growth to the downtown core and Line Rail Transit (LRT) corridors and station areas as a means of promoting transit ridership. (The first phase of the two-line CTrain LRT system became operational in 1981). The 1998 and 2009 plans call for concentrating employment uses into transit-connected “centres” to improve transit use and jobs-housing balance, and the latter plan sets density targets for different classes of centres. The downtown core and designated centres are expected to absorb 40 per cent of forecast population intensification to 2076, with a further 19 per cent to be absorbed by designated corridors. In total, this represents 364,000 people, or 30 per cent of anticipated future growth in the region.

### ANALYSIS OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS, 2001–11

Not surprisingly, given the policy emphasis on outward suburban development, more than three-quarters of Calgary’s new housing built between 2001 and 2011 was located in the expansion area (see Figures 4 and 5). Relatively high-density suburban growth led Calgary to consume less land compared with the previous decade (2 ha per 100 new residents in 2001–2011 versus 6.5 ha in 1991–2001). Overall, the density of the built-up urban area increased in the first decade of the 21st century due to denser suburban growth and modest intensification in core areas.

Because of long-term decline in average household size, the housing stock grew faster than the population, and therefore, the dwelling unit density of the urban area increased by more than the population density (18 per cent versus 14 per cent). The density of the existing urbanized area is lower than that in the expansion area, suggesting the creation of a higher-density ring of new subdivisions around the existing urban area. Not only was intensification insufficient to offset population loss in the existing built-up urban area, but as Figure 5 indicates, population loss is also occurring in established areas of the city. Additional housing would be needed to increase the population of the existing urban area.

---

15 For each city, 2001–2011 metrics are compared to 1991–2001 values in Figures 14 and 15.
Region-wide, 69 per cent of all new dwellings were in the form of single detached houses. Most of the remainder was low-rise attached dwellings — rowhouses, duplexes, apartments and condos under five storeys. Most construction of the latter type occurred in the expansion area, boosting outer suburban density relative to that of the older suburbs. Most mid- and high-rise development has taken place in the built-up urban area, although this form represents only four per cent of total construction. Interestingly, the number of detached dwellings within the existing urban area declined in absolute terms. This decline may be the result, at least in part, of demolition to make way for higher-density housing forms.

Of all new dwellings added to the Calgary region between 2001 and 2011, 15 per cent were near LRT stations and just under nine per cent were in designated policy areas. (Note that these categories are not exclusive, adding up to more than the total intensification percentage.) Whether this trend is the result of city policies or of market demand, it is clear that housing intensification in such areas is not trivial.

**FIGURE 4: GROWTH PROFILE, CALGARY, 2001–11**

A. Built-up urban area: extent, population, dwellings and density in 2001 and 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Extent of built-up area (ha)</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Population density (Pop/ha)</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
<th>Dwelling unit density (Dw/ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>40,200</td>
<td>946,200</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>367,500</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>45,900</td>
<td>1,217,200</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>490,500</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (n)</td>
<td>+ 5,700</td>
<td>+ 271,000</td>
<td>+ 3</td>
<td>+ 123,000</td>
<td>+ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (%)</td>
<td>+ 14%</td>
<td>+ 29%</td>
<td>+ 13%</td>
<td>+ 33%</td>
<td>+ 17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Change in population, dwellings, household size and density by location, 2001–11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>% of total</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
<th>% of total</th>
<th>Avg. household size (in 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>- 10,700</td>
<td>- 4%</td>
<td>+ 26,700</td>
<td>+ 21%</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of region</td>
<td>+ 295,400</td>
<td>+ 104%</td>
<td>+ 102,400</td>
<td>+ 79%</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total region</td>
<td>+ 284,800</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>+ 129,100</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Change in housing stock by location, 2001–11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Detached</th>
<th>Low-rise attached</th>
<th>Mid-high-rise (5+ storeys)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of all new dwellings</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of all new dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>- 5,600</td>
<td>- 5%</td>
<td>+ 16,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of region</td>
<td>+ 74,200</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>+ 24,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total region</td>
<td>+ 68,600</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>+ 41,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Change in population and dwellings in designated areas, 2001–11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of pop. Growth</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near LRT stations</td>
<td>+ 26,700</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In or adjacent to designated Major Activity Centres and the Downtown</td>
<td>+ 20,400</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>- 10,700</td>
<td>- 3.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All counts are rounded to the nearest 100 so as not to give a false impression of fine-level precision.
A NEW POLICY REGIME?

The core elements of Calgary’s historical urban development policy regime remained consistent from the 1950s through the early 2000s. Permissive annexation facilitated the efficient and orderly accommodation of growth through urban expansion. The primary objectives were to make optimal use of existing infrastructure systems while keeping housing prices low. This system benefitted both the city and the developer-builder industry.
Aggressive densification and intensification policies in the 2009 Municipal Development Plan and the 2012 Calgary Regional Partnership Plan represent a significant shift from established practices, so it is no surprise that they have been controversial. Developer and builder industry groups have voiced opposition to the city plan, characterizing the intensification goals as a “suburban development freeze.” After intense lobbying from these groups, council reduced the original suburban density target of 70 people plus jobs per hectare to 60. Although Mayor Naheed Nenshi supports the plans and their intensification goals, he has argued that achieving the lower target will accomplish little as recent subdivision plans already exceed it. (This statement is given some support by our analysis.) The Mayor and development industry organizations have engaged in an ongoing war of words over urban development issues. Nenshi’s re-election has settled the issue for the time being, but the new policy’s long-term feasibility and durability remain in question.

Ultimately, the plan will be implemented piece by piece through decisions of city council. Although council adopted the plan as its official policy, it has been inclined to reject medium- and high-density development proposals at transit stations when they are opposed by nearby residents. So too has it consistently opposed blanket permission for the as-of-right creation of secondary suites. At the same time, the city concedes that planning policies in place since the 1970s to promote population and employment growth downtown and in CTrain stations and corridors have been less than successful. This finding calls into question the feasibility of the plan’s intensification goals. If the forecast city population of 2.2 million by 2076 is realized, the density of the currently urbanized area would have to double. This outcome will not transpire unless elected officials change their pattern of decision making.

More intensification and denser suburbs are expected to enable the accommodation of forecast growth within current municipal boundaries while enabling the city to maintain its share of the regional population. Still, the defection of some rural municipalities from the Calgary Regional Partnership renders consensus elusive. At present, the city-centred development model is enforced by Calgary’s control over the water supply. Should this situation change, satellite communities and rural municipalities will lose their incentive to participate in regional planning.

In sum, Calgary may be at the cusp of policy regime change as the policy paradigm has shifted in focus from economic efficiency to livability and environmental sustainability. The new paradigm is expressed in current city and Calgary Regional Partnership planning policies. Yet opposition from influential stakeholders, combined with weak and unstable regional governance institutions and inconsistent support from the province and some local politicians, renders the current urban development policy regime unstable.

16 Sherri Zickefoose and Don Braid, “Mayor Nenshi in Dispute with Calgary Homebuilders,” Calgary Herald, February 22, 2013, XX.

17 City of Calgary, Calgary Transportation Plan (Calgary, 2005), 16.

18 City of Calgary, Calgary Snapshots (Calgary, 2013), 51–53.
Edmonton

Edmonton’s municipal and regional planning institutions are similar to those of Calgary. Unlike Calgary, however, Edmonton is surrounded by other large urban settlements (see Figure 1). Located on the city’s northwest flank, St. Albert, which was once a small French-Canadian village, now has more than 60,000 residents. Fort Saskatchewan, with a population of more than 19,000, is located to the city’s northeast. The unincorporated community of Sherwood Park, in Strathcona County, now has more than 60,000 residents. Major employment centres are also found beyond the city limits. Fort Saskatchewan and Strathcona County are home to major industrial sites associated with the oil and chemical industries, and the international airport is located between Edmonton and Leduc. (By contrast, the Calgary airport and associated employment lands are within the city limits.) Today, more than one in five jobs in the region is outside the City of Edmonton.19

Fragmented municipal government has been a persistent source of conflict. The city opposes intermunicipal competition for investment and expects to capture the fiscal benefits of industrial growth. For decades, however, its attempts to annex outlying municipalities have been rebuffed. As in Calgary, water supply is a driver of intermunicipal conflict and collaboration, as most suburban municipalities obtain their water from the city.

The City of Edmonton’s first “summary plan” was approved in 1963, leading to the preparation of a comprehensive General Plan between 1967 and 1971. Subsequent general plans were adopted in 1980, 1989, 1998 and 2010. Until its demise, the Edmonton RPC also maintained an active planning program, preparing non-binding regional plans in 1952 and 1961. Throughout this period, the RPC offered planning assistance to small municipalities — Leduc, Stony Plain, Mayerthorpe, Spruce Grove and Devon — including developing general plans and undertaking planning studies. Revision of the metropolitan plan stalled in the mid-1970s due to controversy and litigation over Edmonton’s proposal to annex neighbouring St. Albert, Fort Saskatchewan and the urbanized portion of Strathcona County. Only in 1984, after the RPC’s jurisdiction was split into metropolitan and non-metropolitan parts, was the next and final regional plan approved.

The dissolution of the RPC in the mid-1990s inaugurated a period of disjointed planning and ongoing distrust between the city and its neighbours. The RPC’s attempt to transform itself into a voluntary “forum” ultimately failed, and the 2001 report of the provincially initiated Capital Region Governance Review was shelved. By 2008, the situation had become so intractable that the provincial government unilaterally established the Capital Region Board with compulsory membership. The body was charged with developing a regional plan with which municipal decisions must not conflict. In addition, the Board had to approve, among other municipal actions, all proposed development projects that affected more than one municipality, subdivisions planned to contain more than 1,000 residents and major industrial developments within five kilometres of a city boundary. As all decisions must be approved by 17 of the 24 member municipalities representing 75 per cent of the population (a formula that gives Edmonton a de facto veto under most circumstances), the Board, unsurprisingly, is not popular with the city’s neighbouring municipalities.

19 Capital Region Board, Growing Forward: The Capital Region Growth Plan (Edmonton, 2009), Appendix I, 37.
Although a regional plan was adopted in 2009 (by a vote of 19 to 6), conflict continues, with municipalities battling over major development approvals and competing for economic development. At present, by virtue of the proliferation of exurban industrial development, the four rural counties capture 70 per cent of tax revenue from industrial property, while Edmonton and its urban satellites receive only 30 per cent.\(^{20}\) In 2007, Strathcona County amended its plan to designate an urban reserve area northeast of Sherwood Park that could ultimately accommodate 200,000 residents.\(^{21}\) Earlier this year, the City of Edmonton initiated a proposal, opposed by Leduc County, to annex 15,600 hectares on its south flank, including the international airport.\(^{22}\) Frustrated with the ongoing conflict, then-Minister of Municipal Affairs Doug Griffiths mused publicly about amalgamating the region’s 24 municipalities into five or six units, a position later endorsed by the Edmonton Chamber of Commerce. (Griffiths was removed from the portfolio in December 2013 after the politically disastrous introduction of coercive new regional planning legislation. His successor, Ken Hughes, dropped all rhetoric of provincial pre-emption.)

**URBAN EXPANSION POLICIES**

As in Calgary, Edmonton has long pursued growth through comprehensive planning and orderly “staging” of fully serviced contiguous development within city boundaries. The 1967 city plan contained a 15-year residential and industrial staging scheme in which subdivisions were to be comprehensively planned around “town centres” with a mix of housing types, shops, schools and recreational amenities. Although detailed in its descriptions, the plan contained few directives for implementation, and its growth scheme was rendered obsolete by faster-than-expected growth in the subsequent decade.

By the mid-1970s, the city’s supply of land suitable for industry was dwindling. At this point, Edmonton revived an earlier plan to annex Fort Saskatchewan, St. Albert, all of Strathcona County, including urban Sherwood Park, and portions of Leduc and Parkland counties. After months of arguments before the provincial Local Authorities Board, the annexation was approved. The approval was later overturned by the provincial cabinet, which authorized the annexation of a broad swath of rural land while leaving intact separately incorporated urbanized areas with their rich industrial tax base. This decision gave Edmonton room to expand, however, and subsequent municipal plans and the 1984 Edmonton Metropolitan RPC plan reiterated the policy of encouraging contiguous, fully serviced urban expansion while discouraging outlying and country residential development on wells and septic tanks.

The Capital Region Board’s 2009 “growth plan,” *Growing Forward*, is more specific and directive than Edmonton’s past and current municipal plans in that it designates and sets density targets for “priority growth areas” in which virtually all growth is to occur and directs country residential development to specific zones (see Figure 6). The density targets are 30 per cent higher than existing built densities and approximately 10 per cent higher than adopted municipal targets. The Capital Region Board forecasts that achieving these targets would result in the consumption of 61 km\(^2\) less rural land by 2044, relative to the continuation of current trends.\(^{23}\)

---


\(^{23}\) Capital Region Board, *Growing Forward* (Edmonton, 2010), Dec. Addendum, section. 3.5.
Edmonton’s municipal plans place little emphasis on intensification. Successive plans have devoted considerable attention to blight and the depopulation of established areas due to household change and corresponding underutilization of infrastructure capacity. The 2010 plan reiterates past policies calling for the “promotion” of high-density housing in the downtown core and general intensification across the urban area, although the means of implementation is undefined.

Reflecting concern over rising automobile congestion and the need to encourage greater use of the new LRT line that opened in 1978, the 1980 plan called for the decentralization of office employment to town centres, transit station areas, shopping centres and commercial strips throughout the city. The 1989 and 1998 plans were more modest, merely identifying “activity centres.” The 2010 plan and its companion Transportation Master Plan call for transit-oriented development around present and future LRT stations and routes, but neither the stations nor the routes are mapped and performance measures and targets for nodes and corridors are still in development. The Capital Region Board, however, predicts that 144,000 residents will be added through intensification within city limits if LRT and bus network expansion plans proceed, associated nodes and corridors are fully exploited and the Edmonton City Centre Airport site is comprehensively redeveloped.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{24} Ibid., Addendum, Appendix A.3.
ANALYSIS OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS, 2001–11

Spatial analysis shows that Edmonton’s urban development pattern is broadly similar to Calgary’s (see Figures 7 and 8). The distribution of growth between the built-up urban and expansion areas was roughly the same in both cities, with about 75 per cent of new dwellings constructed in “greenfield” suburbs. Denser suburban growth has led to the more efficient consumption of rural land (3 ha per 100 new residents in the 2001–11 period versus 7 ha in 1991–2001). One-third of all new dwellings in the expansion area were in the form of low-rise attached units.

Edmonton’s built-up urban area became marginally denser over the 2001–11 decade. Most mid- and high-rise development occurred in the built-up urban area, principally in the downtown core. This development, however, represents only two per cent of all housing growth. Virtually all population growth occurred in the expansion area; the construction of new dwellings in core areas was insufficient to offset population loss in middle-ring suburbs.

As Edmonton does not precisely map nodes in its municipal plan, the only areas within the built-up urban area analyzed are station areas on Edmonton’s single LRT line. Over the decade, the population of station areas increased by 10,400 (nine per cent of total population growth), and the number of dwellings by 7,400, even as the overall population of the built-up urban area declined. This is a promising finding as the city contemplates transit-oriented development strategies on existing and future LRT lines.

A STABLE POLICY REGIME

Edmonton has maintained a consistent urban development policy regime throughout the postwar period. The efficiency of infrastructure and service provision remains the paramount policy objective. Growth is expected to occur primarily through fully serviced suburban expansion. To this end, the city is once again seeking to annex neighbouring territory. As in Calgary, comprehensively planned residential urban expansion in Edmonton and surrounding jurisdictions benefits the developer-builder industry and municipalities. While the city plans to expand its LRT system with several new lines supported by transit-oriented development in stations and corridors, the planning process is only just getting under way (much will depend on external financing). It will be many years before these projects begin to influence urban form.

Destructive competition between municipalities, primarily for industrial but also for residential growth, remains a persistent destabilizing factor in Edmonton’s urban development policy regime. In the absence of a metropolitan-scale amalgamation — an occasionally discussed but politically untouchable proposal — Edmonton will continue to capture only a small portion of non-residential property tax revenue. Unwilling to impose solutions on municipalities, the province has responded by creating the Capital Region Board to mediate intermunicipal disputes. Most of the municipalities accept the Capital Region Board’s plan because the benefits of growth are dispersed across all municipalities and the one municipality with the most to lose is unable to influence the regional policy agenda. Whatever happens, the Edmonton region’s general pattern of expansion-oriented urban development is unlikely to change significantly in the future.
**FIGURE 7: GROWTH PROFILE, EDMONTON, 2001–11**

### A. Built-up urban area: extent, population, dwellings and density in 2001 and 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Extent of built-up area (ha)</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Population density (Pop/ha)</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
<th>Dwelling unit density (Dw/ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>35,300</td>
<td>859,700</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>343,600</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>42,000</td>
<td>1,072,900</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>448,800</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (n)</td>
<td>+ 6,700</td>
<td>+ 213,200</td>
<td>+ 2</td>
<td>+ 105,200</td>
<td>+ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (%)</td>
<td>+ 19%</td>
<td>+ 25%</td>
<td>+ 5%</td>
<td>+ 31%</td>
<td>+ 10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Change in population, dwellings, household size and density by location, 2001–11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
<th>Avg. household size (in 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of total</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>- 5,000</td>
<td>- 2%</td>
<td>- 19,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of region</td>
<td>+ 226,300</td>
<td>+ 102%</td>
<td>+ 90,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total region</td>
<td>+ 221,300</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>+ 109,900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C. Change in housing stock by location, 2001–11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Detached</th>
<th>Low-rise attached</th>
<th>Mid-high-rise (5+ storeys)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of all new dwellings</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>- 2,000</td>
<td>- 2%</td>
<td>+ 9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of region</td>
<td>+ 54,100</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>+ 27,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total region</td>
<td>+ 52,100</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>+ 36,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### D. Change in population and dwellings in designated areas, 2001–11

| Location in region                  | Population | Dwellings | | |
|-------------------------------------|------------|-----------| | |
|                                     | Number     | % of pop. Growth | Number | % of all new dwellings |
| Near LRT stations                   | + 10,400   | 9%        | + 7,400 | 7%                       |
| In built-up urban area (2001)       | - 5,000    | -2%       | + 19,700 | 18%                      |

*All counts are rounded to the nearest 100 so as not to give a false impression of fine-level precision.*
FIGURE 8: URBAN DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS IN EDMONTON, 2001–11
COUNTERPOINT: VANCOUVER AND TORONTO

Toronto and Vancouver have at various points in their history faced urbanization-related challenges similar to those experienced in Calgary and Edmonton. The configuration of their paths of historical development, however, differs in important respects. This section presents an overview of Toronto and Vancouver’s urban development policy regimes — how they are structured and how they have changed over time — in relation to a spatial analysis of their urban development patterns and concludes with an assessment of their future prospects.

Vancouver

British Columbia’s Lower Mainland has long been divided into a patchwork of municipalities, of which the City of Vancouver is but one (see Figure 1).25 As a result, Alberta-style incremental annexation was never an option. Instead, provincial and local governments incrementally developed regional institutions to coordinate municipal actions. Inter-municipal sewer and water districts created in 1913 and 1924 established an enduring institutional template characterized by equitable treatment of municipalities and openness toward new members. This approach enabled the extension of trunk water and sewer systems in relation to urban growth while minimizing conflict over apportioning costs. The province established a Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board (LMRPB) in 1949. Similar to Alberta’s RPCs, it provided planning assistance to smaller local governments and developed a broad-brush regional plan to which local plans had to conform. By the early 1970s, these earlier regional institutions were absorbed into provincially created, multi-purpose municipal federations called “regional districts.” The Lower Mainland was divided into four such districts, including the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD), in 1967.

Several regional policy statements and plans have been adopted since 1945. The LMRPB’s Official Regional Plan (ORP) came into effect in 1966 and was revised in 1980. The GVRD produced its own policy statement, Livable Region 1976/1986, in 1975. Its ideas were rolled into the 1980 ORP revision. The GVRD’s planning program was interrupted in 1983 when, as part of a broad-based retrenchment program, the Social Credit government abolished the regional districts’ planning authority and annulled existing regional plans. (This move presaged Alberta’s abolition of regional planning commissions a decade later.) Municipalities, however, continued to cooperate voluntarily on regional planning initiatives. The province reauthorized regional district planning in 1995. Under the new legislation, a “regional growth strategy” comes into effect only with the consent of all affected local governments (there is no legislative requirement that local municipal plans conform to the strategy). The GVRD’s Livable Region Strategic Plan (LRSP) was adopted in 1996, and was comprehensively revised in 2011. In 2007, the GVRD board voted unanimously to rename itself “Metro Vancouver,” perhaps a sign that regional government, once strongly resisted by municipalities and residents alike, had come of age.

For an overview of local and regional planning in Vancouver, the Lower Mainland and in British Columbia more generally, see Susan E. Corke, Land Use Controls in British Columbia (Toronto: University of Toronto, Centre for Urban and Community Studies, 1983); and Mike Harcourt, Ken Cameron, and Sean Rossiter, City Making in Paradise: Nine Decisions that Saved Vancouver (Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre, 2007).
URBAN EXPANSION POLICIES

The LMRPB enunciated two enduring planning principles in the 1950s. First, agricultural land would be comprehensively protected to preserve productive farmland. Second, all suburban development would be fully serviced, contiguous to existing urban areas and sufficiently dense to support the economic provision of urban services. To these ends, the 1966 ORP specified where urban residential, industrial, recreational and agricultural uses were and were not permitted.

Farmland protection (and hence urban containment) was reinforced by the establishment of the province-wide Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) in 1973. Building on the ALR to include floodplains, forests, ecologically important lands and major parks and recreation areas, the 1996 GVRD plan established a Green Zone of about 210,000 hectares to “define the limit to urban expansion.” In the 2011 plan, the Green Zone was replaced by three “non-urban” land use designations where urban development is prohibited. Similarly, the Fraser Valley Regional District’s 2004 plan defines urban and non-urban zones.

Under the rubric of “complete communities,” the 1996 plan called for municipalities to promote tenures and access to amenities in urban expansion areas, greater jobs-housing balance and diversity of housing types. These policies were reiterated in the 2011 plan, which included a supplemental requirement for neighbourhood-level planning for active transportation. The promotion of denser suburban environments has been successful. Our spatial analysis found that attached low-rise accounted for half of all construction in expansion areas, contributing to higher suburban densities. (This figure compares to 24 per cent of expansion housing in Calgary, 26 per cent in Edmonton and 33 per cent in Toronto.)

INTENSIFICATION POLICIES

Intensification has been spurred by physical and policy limits on the supply of developable land in the Lower Mainland and by urban containment policies. To reduce congestion on river crossings, as well as development pressure on floodplain and unprotected agricultural land, the 1996 plan defined a Growth Concentration Area intended to accommodate 70 per cent of the GVRD population by 2021, up from 65 per cent in 1991. This policy built on the 1980 ORP, which set targets for new urban development in the Lower Mainland to be directed to the GVRD’s urban core and to the north side of the Fraser River. The 2011 plan replaced the Growth Concentration Area with an Urban Containment Boundary, which is intended to represent the ultimate extent of urban development. As much of the land within the boundary is already urbanized, most future growth is expected to be accommodated through infill and redevelopment.


27 Greater Vancouver Regional District, Livable Region Strategic Plan (Vancouver, 1996), 10.
Consistent with Metro Vancouver’s policy objectives, the spatial analysis indicates that the vast majority of population (69 per cent) and housing (75 per cent) growth occurred within the existing built-up urban area (see Figure 9).\(^{28}\) As a result, the extent of the built-up area increased by only three per cent between 2001 and 2011. Vancouver’s high volume of intensification is achieved in part through the demolition and replacement of lower-density housing forms. The number of detached dwellings, therefore, has declined significantly in absolute terms, both within the built-up urban area and in the region as a whole. Low-rise attached dwellings made up the most prevalent housing form constructed between 2001 and 2011, with more than 80 per cent located within the existing built-up urban area. High-rise apartments accounted for 20 per cent of the net increase in the overall housing stock. A high intensification rate, combined with more compact suburban development, increased the overall density of built-up areas over the decade, and, unlike the Alberta cities, increased the population of the existing built-up area in absolute terms.

Starting in the 1970s, the GVRD called for concentrating growth in Regional Town Centres, transit-oriented, mixed-use nodes that would function as amenity-rich focal points for suburban communities. The nodal concept was carried forward into subsequent plans. (These are mapped in Figure 10.) The 2011 plan adds a new concept, the Frequent Transit Development Area. Of the 574,000 new dwellings expected to be built between 2006 and 2041, the plan calls for 40 per cent to be located in centres, 28 per cent to be located in Frequent Transit Development Areas and the remainder to be located in the residual “general” urban area. Similarly, 77 per cent of new jobs are to be located in centres and transit corridors.\(^{29}\) Our spatial analysis found that much new residential development has indeed occurred in SkyTrain station areas and in Regional Town Centres. (These categories are not mutually exclusive; some designated centres are focused on SkyTrain stations.) The spatial analysis also shows that approximately 20 per cent of regional population growth and 24 per cent of housing growth was in the vicinity of transit stations.

**FULL STEAM AHEAD, BUT CLOUDS ON THE HORIZON**

The Lower Mainland’s two regional districts forecast robust population growth: from 2.3 million to 3.4 million between 2011 and 2041 in Metro Vancouver, and from 280,000 to 450,000 between 2011 and 2030 in the Fraser Valley Regional District. If the Urban Containment Boundary holds, virtually all of Metro Vancouver’s long-term growth will take place through intensification. Reinforced by collaborative decision-making within the regional district, support for urban containment among the public and municipal leaders is strong, and the development industry has long since embraced high- and mid-rise infill and redevelopment projects.

Vancouver’s longstanding intensification-oriented sustainability policy regime remains stable for now, but pressures are building that may destabilize it in the future. First, the province’s support for higher-order transit expansion since the 1970s has been inconsistent. Arbitrary decisions and cancelled projects in the 1990s undermined the development of outlying centres.

---

\(^{28}\) It should be noted that a proportion of what is classified as intensification is in fact the “filling in” of existing scattered exurban development, especially in Surrey and Langley District. Even if this were categorized as expansion rather than intensification, the intensification rate would still be the highest of the four cities.

\(^{29}\) Metro Vancouver, *Metro Vancouver 2040 – Shaping Our Future* (Vancouver, 2011), Table 2.
The 2010 completion of the Canada (SkyTrain) Line connecting downtown Vancouver to Richmond and the airport, combined with the imminent construction of the Evergreen Line to Coquitlam, will go some way toward delivering on the promise of integrating intensified land use with transportation capacity. In the absence of improved transportation options, however, intensification may generate further congestion.

Second, Vancouver’s housing costs have in recent years become unaffordable to the majority of the city’s residents, especially in established areas that are served well by transit. The high cost of housing may force lower-income households to locate in lower-cost peripheral locations, a situation that would undermine regional equity and the benefits of transit-oriented intensification. Vancouver’s high housing costs have many causes, and physical or policy-induced land scarcity is certainly one of them. Time will tell if a diminishing supply of land available for urban development will generate irresistible pressure to relax land use controls.

### FIGURE 9: GROWTH PROFILE, VANCOUVER, 2001–11

**A. Built-up urban area: extent, population, dwellings and density in 2001 and 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Extent of built-up area (ha)</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Population density (Pop/ha)</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
<th>Dwelling unit density (Dw/ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>73,100</td>
<td>2,141,600</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>845,100</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>76,300</td>
<td>2,500,000</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1,023,400</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (n)</td>
<td>+ 3,200</td>
<td>+ 361,600</td>
<td>+ 4</td>
<td>+ 180,500</td>
<td>+ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (%)</td>
<td>+ 4%</td>
<td>+ 17%</td>
<td>+ 14%</td>
<td>+ 21%</td>
<td>+ 16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Change in population, dwellings, household size and density by location, 2001–11**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
<th>Avg. household size (in 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of total</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>+ 250,900</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>+ 137,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of region</td>
<td>+ 115,300</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>+ 45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total region</td>
<td>+ 366,200</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>+ 182,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Change in housing stock by location, 2001–11**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Detached</th>
<th>Low-rise attached</th>
<th>Mid-high-rise (5+ storeys)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of all new dwellings</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>- 39,400</td>
<td>- 27%</td>
<td>+ 108,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of region</td>
<td>+ 15,500</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>+ 22,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total region</td>
<td>- 23,900</td>
<td>- 16%</td>
<td>+ 131,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D. Change in population and dwellings in designated areas, 2001–11**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of pop. Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near SkyTrain stations</td>
<td>+ 74,900</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Regional Town Centres</td>
<td>+ 61,400</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>+ 250,900</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All counts are rounded to the nearest 100 so as not to give a false impression of fine-level precision.*

30 High housing costs may also stem from global investment in Vancouver’s real estate and the wide availability, at least until recently, of relatively low mortgage rates.
FIGURE 10: URBAN DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS, VANCOUVER, 2001–11
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Toronto ended its policy of annexing surrounding communities after the First World War, a move that led to disjointed and poorly serviced fringe development. Rapid growth after the Second World War led the province to impose a two-tier local government structure on the City of Toronto and its 12 immediate suburbs, each of which was represented on the new Metro council. The Metropolitan Toronto Planning Board (MTPB), which reported to the council, exercised jurisdiction over Metro and 13 surrounding townships. While Metro planned, financed and constructed major infrastructure, the MTPB influenced land subdivision decisions outside the city and developed an official plan. (At the time, the province exercised land subdivision approval authority with the advice of local planning boards.)

The MTPB successfully organized the region’s urban development until the late 1960s, when growth spilled beyond its boundaries. In the early 1970s, the province chose not to expand the geographic reach of Metro or the MTPB. Instead, it reorganized the surrounding counties into two-tier “regional municipalities” with planning powers akin to Metro’s. Although the province proposed a policy framework to coordinate the regional municipalities’ planning, it was never enacted. At the end of the 1970s, the province embarked on a devolutionary path, transferring planning and other powers to municipalities. The province removed itself from day-to-day planning approvals, and instead, set general policies while retaining the authority to review and approve local comprehensive plans. Devolution without coordination led to robust planning within each of the region’s municipalities, but it also led to disjunctures among them.

The 1988–2003 period was marked by a seesaw of provincial involvement in local and regional planning. Liberal (1985–90) and NDP (1990–95) governments imposed stronger controls on urban development and took steps to develop a regional vision, but the Conservatives (1995–2003) annulled these efforts early in their first mandate. Only in the early 2000s did the government tentatively embark on a “Smart Growth” regional planning program. The subsequent Liberal government established a new set of policies and institutions for the broader Toronto region: the Greenbelt Plan (2005), the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (2006) and the creation of a regional transportation planning and operating body now called Metrolinx.

**URBAN EXPANSION POLICIES**

As in the other cities, policymakers have consistently pursued fully serviced and contiguous suburban development since the 1940s to maximize infrastructure efficiency. As a result, the urbanization of the Toronto region has been largely contiguous and fully serviced, and leapfrog development and new free-standing settlement areas have been discouraged. Following Vancouver’s lead, the 2006 Growth Plan calls for urban expansion areas to be planned as “complete communities” that mix residential, employment and amenity uses at transit-supportive densities. Our spatial analysis found that these new suburbs are dense, containing higher proportions of attached and apartment units than the other cities studied.

---

Environmental and agricultural land protection, however, is fragmented. A patchwork of federal, provincial and municipal policies and plans identify or protect many specific natural features, both large and small. Provincial and municipal policies also set criteria for the urbanization of agricultural land. Feature-based land protection measures and their parcel-level application have not collectively contained urban expansion, nor were they intended to do so. Over time, the province has designated three zones in which urban development is comprehensively restricted: the Niagara Escarpment (1985), the Oak Ridges Moraine (2001) and the Greenbelt (2005). While a large quantity of land remains available for urban development between the existing Toronto-centred urbanized area and the Greenbelt, the Greenbelt is, in principle, the ultimate constraint on urban expansion.

INTENSIFICATION POLICIES

Since the 1990s, provincial policy has required municipalities to accommodate growth within existing built-up areas where possible, and some municipalities have set explicit targets of their own. The 2006 Growth Plan is more ambitious, requiring all upper- and single-tier municipalities in the “inner ring” of the region — the City of Toronto and the City of Hamilton, as well as the regional municipalities of Halton, Peel, Durham and York — to accommodate a minimum of 40 per cent of new dwelling units within the existing urban area after 2015. Our spatial analysis indicates that these targets are already being exceeded at the regional scale. About half of all new dwellings constructed between 2001 and 2011 were located within the existing built-up urban area, a proportion that is higher than that in Calgary but lower than that of Vancouver (see Figures 11 and 12). Although some inner-city and suburban areas have experienced population decline, the overall population of the built-up urban area increased by more than 200,000 people over the decade, propelling an increase in overall population density.

The fact that Toronto’s elevated intensification rates (more than double those of Calgary and Edmonton) predate the enactment and implementation of the provincial policies of the past decade suggests that long-term market demand for high-density housing may be driving the urban development pattern more than policy. But even if policy is simply catching up to a market shift induced by demographic change and the preferences of global real estate investors (a shift to which developers have already responded), a more coordinated development policy may lead to more efficient allocation of resources for infrastructure and servicing and the design of more attractive and balanced “complete communities.”

Policies directing growth to transit nodes and corridors have existed since the 1960s, although until recently they have met with mixed success. Building on earlier municipal policies, the 2006 Growth Plan defines 25 “urban growth centres” (UGCs). Some are nodes within the existing urban fabric, some are the downtowns of free-standing cities, while others are yet to be developed. (These are mapped in Figure 12.) Our spatial analysis indicates that transit-oriented development is accelerating. About 40 per cent of dwellings constructed in the existing built-up area (about 20 per cent of new housing region-wide) were built near subway stations or transit hubs designated by Metrolinx. A similar proportion was built in Urban Growth Centres designated in the 2006 Growth Plan (these categories overlap).
THE INDISPENSIBLE PROVINCE

During the past decade the province has assumed the role of planner and coordinator for the Toronto region. The ultimate success of its policies, however, depends on its capacity to monitor municipal compliance and its willingness, if necessary, to take corrective action. Unlike in Calgary, development-industry groups have thus far accommodated themselves to the new regional planning framework (albeit voicing concern about constraints on developable land and rising housing prices), and most inner-ring municipalities are pursuing conformity with the Growth Plan in good faith. Still, it will be years before all municipalities’ plans and zoning bylaws are brought into official conformity with provincial plans, and many years more before their impact can be assessed.

FIGURE 11: GROWTH PROFILE, TORONTO, 2001–11

A. Built-up urban area: extent, population, dwellings and density in 2001 and 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Extent of built-up area (ha)</th>
<th>Population (000s)</th>
<th>Population density (Pop/ha)</th>
<th>Dwellings (000s)</th>
<th>Dwelling unit density (Dw/ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>178,100</td>
<td>5,409,800</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1,958,100</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>190,600</td>
<td>6,409,700</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2,416,100</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (n)</td>
<td>+12,500</td>
<td>+999,900</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+458,000</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change (%)</td>
<td>+7%</td>
<td>+18%</td>
<td>+11%</td>
<td>+23%</td>
<td>+15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Change in population, dwellings, household size and density by location, 2001–11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
<th>Avg. household size (in 2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of total</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>+209,600</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>+225,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of region</td>
<td>+793,100</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>+236,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total region</td>
<td>+1,002,700</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>+462,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Change in housing stock by location, 2001–11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Detached</th>
<th>Low-rise attached</th>
<th>Mid-high-rise (5+ storeys)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of all new dwellings</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>-34,600</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>+112,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of region</td>
<td>+145,100</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>+76,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total region</td>
<td>+113,100</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>+189,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Change in population and dwellings in designated areas, 2001–11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in region</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Dwellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>% of pop. Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near subway stations or Metrolinx hubs</td>
<td>+97,800</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Urban Growth Centres</td>
<td>+130,600</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In built-up urban area (2001)</td>
<td>+209,600</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All counts are rounded to the nearest 100 so as not to give a false impression of fine-level precision.

FIGURE 12: URBAN DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS, TORONTO, 2001–11
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CONCLUSION

In this report, we have provided accounts of each city’s postwar urban development policy regimes and related them to spatial analysis of how each city grew during the 1991–2011 period, concentrating on the latter decade. We conclude by comparing the cities and drawing lessons for the Alberta cities.

Comparing Urban Development Policy Regimes

POSTWAR EFFICIENCY-ORIENTED EXPANSION POLICY REGIMES

The policy reviews demonstrate that all four cities planned urban expansion in much the same way in the immediate postwar period. We characterize this package of ideas, institutions and policies as an efficiency-oriented expansion policy regime. In each case, authorities shared a common policy paradigm and articulated and enforced the same objectives: that urban development should be fully serviced and contiguous to existing urban areas, thereby reducing public infrastructure and servicing costs and avoiding negative externalities associated with disjointed and unserviced development. Moreover, it was generally accepted that that growth would occur through urban expansion and that redevelopment of sites within the existing urban area would play only a marginal role in accommodating additional population.

Perhaps reflecting the diffusion of policy ideas through national professional networks and training, similar policy instruments were used to pursue similar objectives. Conditional extension of linear infrastructure, subdivision control and zoning were strategically employed to produce clearly defined urban and rural zones at the regional scale and discourage scattered, low-density, exurban or “country residential” development. More recently, Vancouver, Toronto and Calgary have adopted “complete communities” policies to guide the development of new subdivisions. Suburban neighbourhoods are expected to become denser and more mixed in terms of housing types and land uses, and to be organized to facilitate walking, cycling and the economical provision of transit. In a sense, earlier postwar master-planned subdivisions were always intended to be “complete” insofar as they were oriented around shopping plazas, but today’s emphasis on density, non-retail employment and fine-grained mix of uses is new.

Perhaps most systematically in Calgary and Toronto, the development of large master-planned suburban subdivisions occurred in virtual partnership with a highly consolidated developer-builder industry that had the capacity to finance large-scale land acquisitions and pay for infrastructure in advance of development. A strong and well-organized developer-builder industry supported the system because it generated predictable profits as land was developed.

In each city, the policy regime was supported by complementary institutional structures. In the Lower Mainland, the regional water, sewer and planning boards, followed later by the regional districts, facilitated orderly urban expansion. Metro and its planning board accomplished much the same thing in 1950s and 1960s Toronto. In Alberta, incremental annexation was supported by the regional planning commissions.
PARADIGM SHIFT IN TORONTO AND VANCOUVER: THE SUSTAINABILITY-ORIENTED
INTENSIFICATION REGIME

Starting in the late 1960s in Vancouver and in the 1980s in Toronto, the earlier efficiency-oriented expansion policy regime gave way to a greater focus on environmental protection and livability. We refer to the new policy package as a sustainability-oriented intensification regime. Existing policy instruments and objectives for regulating suburban expansion remained in place, justified not solely on efficiency grounds, but also as a means of protecting rural land, maintaining inner-city vibrancy and injecting “urban” vitality into newer suburban areas.

First introduced at the regional level in Vancouver, exclusive agricultural zoning was later entrenched province-wide. Over time, this mechanism was recast as an urban containment device and extended to rural lands more broadly. Toronto’s Greenbelt is similarly justified as a means of permanently protecting, for their own sake, a variety of rural land uses from urban development. While Vancouver’s urban containment strategy allows little remaining land for urban expansion, Ontario policymakers have struck a balance between rural land preservation and urban expansion, all the while avoiding the imposition of an inflexible, near-term limit to urban expansion. It is unlikely that the high intensification levels observed in Vancouver in the past two decades could have been sustained without the politically popular provincial Agricultural Land Reserve.

Redirecting growth from the suburban fringe to existing built-up areas required the development of new policy instruments. Since the 1970s, Vancouver, Toronto and Calgary have designated networks of transit-oriented nodes and corridors and, more recently, adopted minimum density and other performance targets to shape development.

While initially vocal in their opposition, developers in Toronto and Vancouver have adapted to the new policy framework, becoming adept at constructing a variety of multi-household residential formats. In both cities, homebuilders’ associations have voiced concern about the relationship between housing availability and prices. Successful policy implementation depends on ongoing industry cooperation.

PARADIGM SHIFT IN CALGARY?

Only very recently has the efficiency-oriented expansion policy regime been upset in Calgary. The growing interest in policies to promote livability and sustainability has been driven by concerns internal to the city, including rising traffic congestion and infrastructure costs, as well as an emerging critique of urban sprawl. Calgary’s city council has embraced intensification and a city-centric pattern of regional growth over the objections of developers and rural municipalities.

Edmonton is the outlier among the four cities. Its efficiency-oriented expansion policy regime appears to be intact. Civic agitation for regime change, if it exists, may be blocked by the region’s polycentric governance structure — the City of Edmonton cannot impose a policy change on its neighbours, and it may not be politically possible for the Capital Region Board to do so either.
FIGURE 13: HISTORICAL COMPARISON OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY REGIMES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Efficiency-oriented expansion policy regime</th>
<th>Sustainability-oriented intensification policy regime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calgary</td>
<td><strong>Policy paradigm:</strong> efficiency</td>
<td><strong>Policy paradigm:</strong> livability, sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Policy objectives:</strong> low housing and infrastructure costs through contiguous masterplanned suburban expansion</td>
<td><strong>Policy objectives:</strong> intensify to support transit use, reduce infrastructure cost, protect natural features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Institutions:</strong> incremental annexation, regional planning commissions</td>
<td><strong>Institutions:</strong> voluntary regional partnership organization, intermunicipal agreements, provincial policy frameworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Influence:</strong> development industry and public support</td>
<td><strong>Influence:</strong> industry divided, public supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmonton</td>
<td><strong>Policy paradigm:</strong> efficiency</td>
<td><strong>Policy paradigm:</strong> livability, sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Policy objectives:</strong> low housing and infrastructure costs through contiguous masterplanned suburban expansion</td>
<td><strong>Policy objectives:</strong> intensify to support transit use, reduce infrastructure cost, protect agricultural land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Institutions:</strong> incremental annexation (sporadic, halted after 1982), regional planning commissions</td>
<td><strong>Institutions:</strong> regional bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Influence:</strong> development industry and public support</td>
<td><strong>Influence:</strong> industry and public support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancouver</td>
<td><strong>Policy paradigm:</strong> efficiency</td>
<td><strong>Policy paradigm:</strong> livability, sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Policy objectives:</strong> low housing and infrastructure costs through contiguous masterplanned suburban expansion</td>
<td><strong>Policy objectives:</strong> intensify to support transit use, reduce infrastructure cost, protect agricultural land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Institutions:</strong> regional bodies</td>
<td><strong>Institutions:</strong> regional bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Influence:</strong> development industry and public support</td>
<td><strong>Influence:</strong> industry and public support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td><strong>Policy paradigm:</strong> efficiency</td>
<td><strong>Policy paradigm:</strong> livability, sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Policy objectives:</strong> low housing and infrastructure costs through contiguous masterplanned suburban expansion</td>
<td><strong>Policy objectives:</strong> intensify to support transit use, reduce infrastructure cost, protect natural features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Institutions:</strong> Metro Toronto Planning Board, provincial planning policies</td>
<td><strong>Institutions:</strong> provincial government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Influence:</strong> development industry and public support</td>
<td><strong>Influence:</strong> industry divided, public supports</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The urban development patterns observed through the spatial analysis generally correspond with the objectives of each city’s prevailing urban development policy regime. We cannot definitively say whether the policies contributed to the growth patterns or merely facilitated local market trends. It may be a bit of both; sometimes policymakers play catch-up to growth, while at other times they steer or shape the pattern of growth to achieve desired objectives. What should be clear is that at no time in the postwar period did these four cities experience so-called “unplanned sprawl.” While the development of certain parts of the four regions may have been disjointed — perhaps less so in Calgary due to the consistent application of the UniCity principle — the parts themselves were carefully planned and subject to strict controls regarding the provision of infrastructure and services.

FIGURE 14: HOUSING INTENSIFICATION RATES, 1991–2011
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- Edmonton: 25%
- Vancouver: 80%
- Toronto: 44%

2001–2011
- Calgary: 21%
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Housing intensification rates vary considerably from city to city

Comparing the four cities’ urban development patterns in the 1990s and 2000s reveals trends that may have long-term implications for planning policy. There is considerable variation in the distribution of growth between intensification and expansion. The proportion of the Calgary region’s dwellings added within the existing built-up urban area — the intensification rate — has remained consistent at about 22 per cent in each decade. Although Edmonton has a similarly low intensification rate, Toronto is moving towards a 50/50 split, while Vancouver continues to show a relatively high intensification rate. During the two decades, more than 75 per cent of all new dwellings in the Vancouver region were constructed within the existing built-up urban area (see Figure 14).

Housing intensification rates are not increasing uniformly in the four cities. While Calgary’s held steady, Edmonton’s decreased by a third. This finding may reflect the more fragmented organization of local and regional government institutions and relatively non-prescriptive planning policy environment in the Edmonton region. Meanwhile, Toronto’s rate increased, which is consistent with the increasing policy emphasis in the region on intensification. Vancouver’s rate decreased marginally, perhaps reflecting a growing scarcity of easy development opportunities within the built-up area. Without conducting a closer analysis, we cannot evaluate how intensification opportunities may be related to the available supply of developable sites. In both Toronto and Vancouver, much intensification has been accommodated through the redevelopment of large-scale brownfield and greyfield sites, which tend to be more abundant in older cities. Calgary and Edmonton may be at a disadvantage in this respect simply because they are younger cities.

Rural land consumption is becoming more efficient and densities are increasing

Each region added tens, if not hundreds of thousands of people and dwellings in each decade (see Figure 15). Calgary is the fastest growing of the four cities. Its population increased by 27 per cent between 1991 and 2001 and by a further 29 per cent between 2001 and 2011. Its housing stock grew by 34 per cent in each decade. Despite this rapid growth, the amount of land urbanized in the 2000s was considerably lower than that urbanized in the 1990s. In Calgary, the “urban footprint” increased by half in 1991–2001, but by only 14 per cent in 2001–2011. A similar decline is found in other cities, although the magnitude is smallest in Edmonton. More efficient use of suburban land, coupled with intensification of the built-up urban area, led population and housing densities to increase in all four cities in the 2000s after declining in the 1990s in all but Vancouver.

Note that the 1991–2001 calculation did not include the Fraser Valley Regional District, which in 2001–11 accommodated most new dwellings through expansion rather than intensification.
HOUSING INTENSIFICATION DOES NOT NECESSARILY GENERATE POPULATION GROWTH

In each city, housing growth increased faster than population because of long-term demographic trends that have reduced the average size of households, including longer lifespans, delayed family formation, divorce, family planning and so on. As a result, all four cities face the depopulation of established urban areas, especially early postwar inner-ring suburbs. This is not the catastrophic disinvestment seen in the centres of many American cities. Rather, this process coexists with gentrification and reinvestment. Still, a minimum level of housing intensification is required to maintain current population levels. Millions, or even billions, of dollars of public and private capital are expended on residential infill and redevelopment projects and associated infrastructure, and yet the population that will use and pay for the infrastructure may be no greater than it was before. As a result, to borrow a phrase from Through the Looking-Glass, Lewis Carroll’s sequel to Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, cities have been “running hard to keep in the same place” since the 1960s, producing ever more housing to accommodate the same population. Housing intensification without population gain, which is occurring in Calgary and Edmonton, may undermine the fiscal viability of existing and future urban services and public transit systems.

Lessons for the Alberta Cities

ADAPTING TO REGIONAL POLYCENTRICITY REQUIRES MAJOR INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT

Urban development is not only about plans and land use regulation. It is also about infrastructure and how to pay for it. Toronto and Vancouver have long faced costs associated with inadequate transportation infrastructure, particularly since their polycentric urban structure poses the more difficult challenge of how best to enable commuting not simply from periphery to centre, but throughout the region. Both cities have ambitious rapid transit expansion plans, but neither has been able to resolve the politically contentious dilemma of how to fund them.

Edmonton’s regional debates have revolved around its emerging polycentricity — as its downtown has declined, employment has shifted to peripheral locations, including the airport, “refinery row” and new industrial zones on the region’s northeast fringe. To the extent that Edmonton suffers from traffic congestion in peak hours, it will not be remedied by radially connecting the downtown to residential suburbs. Targeted intensification may, however, bring some residents closer to their jobs and shift some automobile commuters to transit.

As it expands, Calgary is becoming a polycentric region, and may now be experiencing the limit to any efficiencies accruing to a monocentric, downtown-focused concentration of employment. The extent of the urbanized area is now so large, and commuting from satellite towns sufficiently common, that commuting times to the core have become onerous. Continued outward urban expansion in the absence of major new investments in transportation systems will only increase congestion. The city, therefore, is planning a significant expansion of the CTrain system and the completion of its circumferential highway. Whether these measures will be sufficient to solve the problem, however, remains to be seen. (It is worth noting that Toronto built its first subway, and Vancouver built the first SkyTrain line, when both regions reached Calgary’s present size.)
EXTERNALLY IMPOSED LIMITS MAKE PURSUING INTENSIFICATION EASIER

Imposing a hard limit on urban expansion in the Lower Mainland and forcing municipalities and the development industry to figure out how to make intensification work, the Agricultural Land Reserve was a crucial intervention in Vancouver. To a lesser extent, the Greenbelt may be having a similar effect in Toronto. Sitting as they do at the edge of Canada’s vast agricultural heartland, Calgary and Edmonton have had little incentive to contain or restrict urban expansion to protect rural land for its own sake. As Calgary lacks an external impetus to intensify, it must make a deliberate policy choice to redirect growth to the built-up urban area. The political costs of reorienting urban development rules, practices and expectations are high; it remains to be seen whether the attempt to establish a new policy regime will become entrenched or, due to resistance from influential actors, collapse.

INTENSIFICATION POLICY MUST RECOGNIZE THE DRIVERS OF HOUSING DEMAND

As a late adopter of a pro-intensification planning approach, Calgary may have much to learn from Vancouver and Toronto. The wording of its planning policies suggests that Calgary’s planners have been influenced by planning ideas from these places, including, for example, the use of density targets and the notion of “complete communities.” The challenge now lies in implementation. Calgary’s planners and developers might look to their counterparts in Vancouver and Toronto to understand the ground-level reality of financing, preparing, servicing and constructing infill and redevelopment projects on a wide scale.

As cities seek to intensify around transit stations and transit-connected nodes, they must find ways of attracting and channelling investment to create well-designed urban environments that balance residential development and employment. In both Toronto and Vancouver, but perhaps less so in Calgary and Edmonton, intensification has been fuelled by an exogenous factor: foreign real estate investment. Anecdotal evidence suggests that a substantial proportion of new dwellings in the two larger regions’ core and waterfront areas are sold to non-resident owners in search of a predictable return on investment; many of these units are rented out or left unoccupied, potentially undermining long-term planning goals.\(^\text{34}\) Intensification driven by endogenous demand would better support services and infrastructure systems while addressing congestion.

Ultimately, the most important phenomenon to address is one Calgary shares with Edmonton: physical intensification without population growth. Housing intensification must increase population in absolute terms if it is to offset ongoing population loss in established areas. Toronto’s example is illustrative: while about half of all new dwellings constructed in the region between 2001 and 2011 were located in the built-up urban area, these dwellings contained only 21 per cent of new residents.\(^\text{35}\) In this situation, cities may end up paying for improved infrastructure and services for users who never arrive.


\(^\text{35}\) This trend may be driven by housing demand. Almost half of all intensification (93,400 units) in Toronto was in the form of small-format dwellings — mid-to-high-rise condominium and rental apartments. At the same time, the detached housing stock declined by 34,600, partly as a result of redevelopment activity. Larger households may look to the suburbs for suitable affordable homes.
ESTABLISHING A NEW URBAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY REGIME IN CALGARY WILL NOT BE EASY

How well positioned is Calgary as it seeks to reorient its urban development policy regime? In a sense, Vancouver represents the future that recent planning efforts in Calgary and Toronto are intended to achieve, one that features carefully designed densification. Is it possible for Calgary to become more like Vancouver?

The functioning of governing institutions — the incentives they generate and the operating practices and organizational cultures embedded within them — is central to the reproduction of Vancouver’s urban development policy regime. The Lower Mainland incrementally developed its system of regional planning through collaborative governance over the course of a century, overcoming many disagreements along the way. It took half a century before the voluntary water, sewer and planning boards were transformed into the compulsory Greater Vancouver Regional District, and a further 25 years before today’s consensus-based regional planning system was institutionalized. A shared belief in urban containment and intensification is now deeply embedded in local political discourse and in the practices of planning professionals and the developer-builder industry.

Regional planning in Calgary is increasingly a multi-level process in which the provincial government, the Calgary Regional Partnership, the city and its neighbours negotiate objectives. With its new Land-Use Framework and its encouragement of collaborative regional planning, Alberta has hybridized British Columbia–style intermunicipal collaboration with Ontario’s province-led policy hierarchy. The partial boycott of the Calgary Regional Partnership by rural municipalities, however, indicates that incentives for cooperation are lacking. Indeed, it appears that Calgary’s control over water supply is the only glue holding the partnership together. Calgary is trying to telescope the same trust-building process into a much shorter period of time, and on shallower foundations. More so than in the past, the City of Calgary risks shifting growth to locations beyond its borders if it acts unilaterally. The pursuit of Calgary’s adopted municipal planning goals requires regional cooperation.

Toronto’s example offers no easy lessons either. Since the 1970s, regional coordination and policymaking have relied entirely on the willingness of the provincial government to set coherent planning goals, impose them on municipalities, and monitor and enforce compliance. When the province has failed to do so, intermunicipal coordination and policy coherence have disintegrated. It remains to be seen how prescriptive the Alberta Land Stewardship Act plans will be, and how they will relate to regional and municipal plans in the province’s two largest cities. The Alberta government may yet do for Calgary what it did for Edmonton: compel participation in an authoritative regional planning body. For now, however, the provincial government sees no political advantage in doing so.

Today, strident opposition by a powerful and well-organized local developer-builder industry that has no incentive to depart from a highly profitable suburban development model is coupled with weakly institutionalized regional coordination and inconsistent political support on city council for the new planning direction. If this condition persists, Calgary may find it difficult to reorient its urban development policy regime from one premised on expansion and efficiency objectives to one oriented around intensification and sustainability objectives.
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